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WHAT IS
THE NIYI ADESANYA
BUSINESS THINK TANK
ABOUT?

About

The Niyi Adesanya
Business Think Tank is a
semi-formal league of
Business Leaders and
Entrepreneurs dedicated
to building centenary
organisations with a global
brand by putting into
perspective its peculiar
dynamics and evolving
business environment.
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What do I
stand to gain?

Since its inception, we have been
able to help businesses across
various sectors cut through the
complexities of today's rapidly
changing business environment by
leveraging the knowledge, skills, and
expertise across our global network
of industry veterans and experts.
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About
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How does
it run?

About

The Business Think Tank is a membership-based platform
that features out-of-base retreats and implant strategy
sessions with Niyi Adesanya, his associates, partners, and
mentors. These sessions will:

Provide you with unlimited access to group
business coaching and mentoring sessions
with Africa's leading management experts to
enable you to build structures within your
business to ensure its survival beyond a
generation.

Result in helping you assess the current
health of your business to identify the right
issues that frame the opportunity for
improvement, deﬁne your business’s
market position, and set compelling and
achievable goals.

Send us a dm

Give you access to research-based solutions and
strategies that seek to enhance organisational
performance through human resource dynamics.

Also give Insights into emerging market trends
and innovative business solutions that oﬀer
evidence-based strategic solutions to critical
issues that are reshaping the business
landscape, economics, and societies across
the globe.
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What is required to
attend/subscribe?

About

To attend any of the sessions or
join the league, you need to

> Have a growing business.
> Run an ethical business.

> Have the capacity to travel anywhere in the world.
> Fulﬁll the investment obligations.

Send us a dm
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How much
investment is
required?
Your renewable access fee for the
9-month package is

Cost

$25,000
per individual.

International out-of-base
strategy retreat is

$5,000
per individual.

Send us a dm
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What does this
Investment Cover?
During the 9 months, we will provide strategic
business support for your organisation's
growth via:

..
..
..
..
..

Proper and detailed Business Health Assessment and
diagnosis for your organisation to give a snapshot of the
current state of aﬀairs, identiﬁes the key initiatives that will
improve overall performance, and deliver the desired
competitive advantage
Strategic meetings with your staﬀ to help create a strong
positioning in your market.
Operational Excellence to enable you to develop efﬁcient
and eﬀective operations to support strategic business
objectives and ﬁnancial goals. We challenge your status
quo by helping you analyse opportunities to enhance
proﬁtability and reduce cost.
Improving your Business and HR Strategy and
Processes thereby transforming your organisation
ﬁnancial performance and market value through its
people.

Cover

The 9-month package also covers:

..
..
..

Your membership into the Business Think Tank league.
Accommodation, feeding, and access to all out-of-base and implant
strategy sessions with Niyi Adesanya, his partners, associates, and
mentors. It does not include travel costs (visa, ﬂight tickets and PCR
Test result) to our various out-off-based strategy locations.
A ticket for you to attend the annual Niyi Adesanya Leadership Bootcamp
and a 40% discount on the ticket for members of your staﬀ.

The one-oﬀ package covers accommodation, feeding, and
access to the Niyi Adesanya Business Think Tank out-of-base
strategy session. It does not include travel costs (visa, ﬂight
tickets and PCR test result) to the various out-oﬀ-based
strategy locations.

∑Serve strategically as your business coach and
advisor.
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Testimonials
I have been here for a couple of days with The Niyi Adesanya
Business Think Tank. It has been an opportunity to share
thoughts on the inﬁnite possibilities of the Human Spirit.
Also how you can build your world, and great enterprises that
will change the world, impact many lives only if you are
passionate, if you have the right values, and if you can envision
tomorrow clearer than anybody tends to do.

Prof. Pat Utomi
Management Expert

Review

I am proud and glad to be part of the Niyi Adesanya Business Think Tank. We
have been consistently following him which shows how much impact we have
seen in his leadership. Our business is no more crawling but has moved to the
Fifth gear.
We are now building a sustainable business, growing capabilities on our
strengths, and the weaknesses are reducing by the day.
It's a privilege partnering with you, PNA. Everything around us is changing for
good. Thank you for all you do. God bless you.
See you in Dubai next year.

Peter Oketola

CEO, Blue Chip Technologies

Send us a dm
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Testimonials
I am glad to be part of The Niyi Adesanya Business Think Tank.
My company, The Pertinence Group became part of the Think
Tank two years ago and that it has been worth it and highly
beneﬁcial. This is our second year, and the value add to our
business has been great.
At the end of the ﬁrst year after our trip to Dubai, the team
visited us twice to see our business process, restructure and
re-engineer what we do. I can say categorically that after those
visits, our business can run almost on autopilot. Our business
now is driven by systems rather than individuals.
Also, as a result of being part of the Business Think Tank, we
have been able to identify true talents in our business and
raised leadership successors. For everyone looking at
upscaling and expanding their business, The Niyi Adesanya
Business Think Tank is the place to be.

Review

Pastor Niyi talked about courage. One of the things I have beneﬁtted
so much is the ability to begin to take on big things. Just yesterday, we
launched our ﬁve (5) story ofﬁce complex.
That was more like a step of courage that we took amid the pandemic
- our accomplishments in 2020 far out-weighs 2019. We made over a
billion in addition to our turnover. It is from the courage that we learned
in that room (Dubai 2020)

Wisdom Ezekiel

Co-Founder, Pertinence Group

Sunday Olorunsheyi

Co-Founder, Pertinence Group
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Testimonials
I run a company that's diversiﬁed in diﬀerent sectors within the
economy. We have businesses in real estate, ﬁnance,
agriculture, information technology, etc.
The Niyi Adesanya Business Think Tank has been an immense
opportunity for me to discover myself diﬀerently. Joining the
Niyi Adesanya Business Think Tank is the real deal, and my
investment in joining the league has been worth it. I assure you.
After attending the Think Tank meeting in Dubai in March 2020,
I rose from an individual turning over a few million to a billionaire
in less than eight (8) months.
Information from the leaders and captains of industries that
have gone ahead of you in business is what you need to propel
your business, and all this is available at the Business Think
Tank. Don't stop yourself from getting into Dubai.
Don't stop yourself from achieving the best you can be
because an information-driven business is the one that makes
money.

Dr. Teni Adesanya

Chairman, Oxford International Group
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Review
Although our company is one of a few well-run companies
around, we desired much more and decided to sign up for the
Niyi Adesanya Business Think Tank in 2019. The resultant
impact has been phenomenal.
First, a staﬀ audit was administered on our entire workforce by
the FifthGear team and this gave us key insights into the health
status of our organisation.
A comprehensive report of all the functional units of our
business was accompanied by smart recommendations,
which has helped to reposition and restructure the business for
long term growth and sustainability.
We have taken very important decisions and commenced
execution, some of which have brought order and progress to
the organisation in a few short months.
I could never have asked for a better community of consultants
than the NABTT.
A big thank you to the Principal, Niyi Adesanya for his creative
leadership and custom-based pieces of advice.

Oladipupo Clement
CEO, LIFEPAGE Group
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When and where is the next
out-oﬀ base strategy session?

Plan

Saturday 19th March - Tuesday 22nd
March 2022.
Location: Dubai, UAE
Arrival
Saturday 19th
March 2022.
Sessions
Sunday 20th March & Monday
21st March 2022.
Departure
Tuesday 22nd March, 2022

Send us a dm
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What is the 2022 Business
Think Tank in Dubai
all about?

Ask

At the out of base retreat themed
“Superior Global Positioning;
Staying ahead of disruption.
TM
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We will be gleaning insights from
business veterans to formulate
novel strategies for business
stability, sustainability, and
expansion.
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Is there a payment plan?
Plan

Full Payment - 100% Outright
3-month plan – 50% upfront, 25% for the next 2 months
4-month plan – 40% upfront, 20% for the next 3 months

Monthly payments are due on
the 25th of every month.

Payment plan to attend the one-oﬀ out-of-base
strategy session varies based on the timeframe of the
event. However, 50% down payment of required to
secure a seat.
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How do I make payment?
Payment

Direct transfers make payment to

2031739722
Fifth Gear Plus Resources Limited

0255731329
Fifth Gear Plus Resources Limited

Send us a dm

NGN

USD
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How can I reach you directly?
Contact

Please contact Juliet on

+234 803 304 2762
or send a mail to

thinktank@niyiadesanya.com

Send us a dm
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9A Jide Ayo Close, Omole Phase 1, Ikeja Lagos
www.niyiadesanya.com

